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Thank you for the opportunity of letting JasonL quote on 

your project. Here is a presentation I’ve put together for 

you to give you a clear visual of the items we’ve quoted 

on and how great your o�ce fitout will look.

As part of our sales process, we will do a final check of all 

stock on your quote at the time of order confirmation and 

deposit payment. We can only reserve stock on 

confirmation of order and payment. If any issues arise 

around stock availability we will provide time lines and 

alternatives with you to ensure we can fulfil your order 

and your expectations.

I look forward to working with you to create an o�ce 

environment that you love & enables your people to do 

their best.

Kind Regards,

Robert Verhoef

Sales Account Manager

0449 629 394

robert.verhoef@jasonl.com.au
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We service the private and public sector 

for all their o�ce furniture and fit-out 

needs. We work with decision makers of 

growing SMEs, franchises, educational 

institutions, government agencies and 

NFPs.

We collaborate with designers, builders 

and project managers to better enable 

our mutual customers to do their best 

with a full fitout solution.

We love working with people who value 

honesty, reliability and above all, their 

own people.

We best service the Australian East Coast, 

but have Australian wide capability.

we are JasonL and

our purpose is to enable 

people to do their best.

about us
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what makes us unique

products? stocked

we have a large inventory of 

products that we mix and match to 

create products that are specifically 

tailored to meet our clients’ needs.

honesty? always

we are honest people and want 

to work with honest people.

fitouts? fast

huge inventory and an 

experienced logistics team allows 

us to quickly deliver products to 

our customers.

people? first

our people are our business and by 

looking after our people they 

ultimately pay it forward and look 

after each other and our customers.

preferred supplier to Australia's 
largest institutions and business
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fitouts

real world example from concept to reality

installation time: 4 weeks

o�ce space: 2000m2 over 5 floors

total personnel: 150 persons
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experience

Smorgan Gutman Group put their faith in JasonL to help 

them develop a spec fitout that best showcased their 

newly refurbished building. We fitted out an entire floor 

with a modern, collaborative design focus whilst still 

maintaining the existing buildings charm.

Our team of experts recommended some of our most 

popular collaborative furniture, which was ultimately well 

received, allowing the building to be leased in a matter of 

weeks. Once leased we then worked on the rest of the 

building replicating the original floors success.

the 
finer

details
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Queensland
Health
project
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Focus Room Booth

Privacy meets productivity with the Focus Room, a thoughtfully-designed personal o�ce that allows you to concentrate on the task at hand. With over 

70% of employees plagued by noise and distraction in the modern o�ce, silence never sounded so good. Complete with a large desk, ample storage 

and overhead skylight, with seamless assembly onsite, the Focus Room makes it easy to step in, get settled, and get focused on your next big idea.
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Meeting Room Booth

The Meeting Room fosters a more connected experience that inspires a better way to work, together. Thoughtfully designed to create more meaningful 

one-on-ones and small team collaborative work, without the hassle of traditional construction. From sustainable soundproof walls to the added option 

of a built-in monitor and 180-degree camera for videoconferencing, the Meeting Room is the missing link to a more productive work environment.
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Horizon Quadro Desk

Functional and modern square leg workstation with a floor-based partition screen that protects you from noisy acoustics and your confidential work 

from wandering eyes. Built to last, with adjustable feet and laminate finish. Desktop is available in white, maple, wenge, salvage oak and dark oak to suit 

your interior taste and aesthetic, guaranteeing you a professional yet contemporary piece that fits into any part of your o�ce or workspace.
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Table top 
colours

Screen dividers
colours

Legs profile
shape & colours
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Whisper Activity Based Lounge

Hiding in plane site has never been so elegant. I am sturdy o�ce cocoon o�ering the ideal setup in any open plan workspace. My solid back and tall 

sides create the ideal breakaway zone, coupled with multiple colour options, I can truly say no two-work days will ever be the same. The combination of 

my welcoming sponge material and classic fabrics will keep you comfortably nestled while deal with your day-to-day grind.
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Lux Lounge

Create a sophisticated setting by combining me with the rest of my family, or buy me alone to bring a sophistication and style to your space. My classy 

design fuses both modern simplicity with traditional elegance. Slot me into any reception area, home o�ce, waiting room or any work space - my 

versatility does not go unnoticed.
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Drej Lounge

Create some comfort in your workspace with my luxurious and sophisticated design. My double lounge is not only comfortable but also spacious and 

inviting. Coming in a range of colours, I am sure to suit wherever you may need. Perfect for any reception area, waiting room or o�ce, your clients will be 

sitting comfortably for hours on end.
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McDuck Chair

Style, comfort and warmth come together in perfect balance with the 

McDuck Chair. With PU leather or fabric finishes to choose from, I'm 

more than just a seat. Black, grey or brown create the outer facade 

while classic natural wooden legs hold strong the business load.

Sapphire Table

Looking for something to create an indoor breakout? Or possibly a casual meeting 

table? Look no further! My simple yet e�ortless style is sure to suit any space! Perfect 

in an open plan environment or near where the real work happens...the kitchen! 

Wherever it may be, I know I will look great, so give me a go!

Leg profiles

Table tops
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Quadro Square O�ce Desk

I'm the Quadro Square Leg O�ce Desk, a strong, modern and ergonomic desk for the professional or home 

o�ce. Without the right base, it's di�cult to be productive, comfortable and e�cient at work. With me, you'll 

have plenty of space to get things done! I come with adjustable feet and a smooth, laminate finish which 

adds to my professional look.

Table top 
colours
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Uniform Small Storage + Planter Box

Hi, I am the Uniform cupboard with planter box. I am perfect to soften your open plan o�ce with 

some greenery while doubling as a storage unit plus room divider. Live plants have multiple positive 

benefits on employee morale, productivity and overall health. Please note, I am not water proof so if 

your looking to add real plants please don't forget to purchase a waterproof container.

Melamine 
colours
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Lockers 4 Tier 4 Across

Hi, I'm a new addition to the JasonL family. I come in multiple 

sizes and colours to suit your activity-based environment. 

I have a three digit combination lock, name badge holder and 

letter slot as standard. Each locker comes with an adjustable 

shelf allowing you to store in multiple configurations.

Brisk Bloom Vertical Garden

Perfect for dividing space in your open plan o�ce, I'm 

the Brisk Bloom Vertical Garden. Gone are the days of 

old school partitions. I can be setup alone but play 

well with others, and come standard with eight pots 

and a bag of weighted stones to weigh me down. 21
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Thank you 
for your time


